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THE SECOND DUNE CYCLE: .FRANK HERBERT'S CHAPTERHOUSE: DUNE 

With the pUblication of Chapterhouse: Dune (1985), Frank Herbert 

begins the second Dune a,ycle, and although there is reference to what 

when before, this novel goes in a new direction. While remaining 

fai thful to the previous novels, carrying wi thin it the seed of the 

previous history of Dune, there is a sense of rebirth in Chapterhouse: 

~ that is unmistakable. The Old Empire is gone, and a,new one is 

in the making. The Bene Gesserits are in conflict over power with 

/ 

the Honored Matres -- the leaders born during the Scattering after Leta II's 

death, who have now returned. Again, as in the previous novels, the 

conflict over power, intrigue, and outsider vs. insider are interwoven -- -
into the complex plot. 

The novel opens with Mother Superior Darwi Odrade now in control 

of the Bene Gesserit. Sixteen planets have so far been exterminated by 
/ 

the Honored Matres. The Bene Gesserit represent the old w~s, and the 

Honored Matres represent the new~ays; only one will achieve power. 

Odrade has succeeded, through the first axlotl tank, to produce a 

baby; this ghola is her father, Miles Teg, and with his creation comes 

the hope that the Bene Gesserit will have a military genius capable of 

stopping their enemy. Despite his last stand ?n Dune, he had perished; 

some of his cells had been collected to grow the ghola. As Teg grows, 

Odrade guides him with wisdom and lmowledge, and gives to him a sense of 

shared responsibility for the ecology. The sandworm is dead, but its 

sandtrout survived, and part of the planet is turning into desert so that 

the sandtrout might survive and flourish. Teg's Mentat_ training begins to 

surface as he learns to relate to everything he comes into contact with. 

In the Bene Gesserit society, love is not acceptable, and considered a 

wealmess; yet, there is a gentle bond between Teg and Odrade that is evident. 
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An interesting new.turn of events come into play with this novel, 

and that is the introduction of the Jews, who in their own way had their 

own private scattering to ensure survival of themselves. To protect 

their Secret Israel, give credibility to themselves with the Honored 

Matres, a rabbi assists the end~d Lucilla of the Bene Gesserit 

to have a mind link with Rebecca to pass on messages to her sisterhood 

prior to being taken by the Honored Matres; it is revealed that there is 
/ 

a compatibility between the Jews and the Bene Gesserit, and that this , 

sisterhood has helped preserve Secret Israel. 

The Reverend Mother Sheeana continues to watch over the sandtrout 

in the hope that the giant sandworms will develop, and once again Leto II's 

heritage will continue without interruption. The overriding theme of 

predestination which shapes all of Frank Herbert's fiction continues in 
" 

this novel, and the roles of ,all of\ the characters are predestined; even 

Murbella senses this since having become part of the Bene Gesserits. 

Rebellion and making a statement concerning oneks life is also predestined. 

During this time, Murbella haa..,.borne Duncan Idaho three children who are 

being c~efully observed by the sisterhood; th~ are three female children. 

Idaho remains, essentially, a prisoner of the sisterhood during this time. 

Love continues to be viewed as an aberration by the Bene Gesserits. 

In a confrontation with Odrade, Idaho confirms what she has long 

suspected -- Duncan Idaho is a Mentat. She requests he help Sheeana 

find out the full extent of Leto II as the focal point for religiOUS adoration. 

At this point in the novel, the reader becomes aware that Idaho is something 

more than he appears, and as in all of Herbert's fiction, the sociological 

theme of paradoxical perception comes into play. Scytale suspects there 

was some accident in the creation of Idaho, but even he does not know 

what it is, or whether or not it can be utilized by the Tleilaxu. 
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Frank Herbert introduces the reader to a new species, the Futar, 

and shows its role as a hunter and killer of the Honored Matres; however, 

when Lucilla confronts the Great Honored Ymtre, Dama, it appears the 

Futar from Gammu is under Dama's control. The purring Futar was gentically 

created from wild animal stock by the Bene Gesserit to kill Damafs kind; 

although capable of speech and sexual intercourse with humans, they can 

not be sexually bonded to humans. Dama has a Futar lover. The outsider 
/ 

vs. insider theme is examined between Dama and Lucilla, and Lucilla - , 

discovers that the Honored Matres seek to know why Paul HuadlDib created 

a future while Leto II is reputed to have un-created a future. Dama. 

wants to know the future fate of the Honored Matres, when in reality 

she really wants to know if their power' will conquer all and everything 

and become an extension of their abilit.y to rule without interference. 
'-

At the moment, no force can withstapd the violence of the Honored Matres. 

While Lucilla remains a prisoner of Dama, Odrade continues her 

work as teacher to Murbella, guiding her in thai ways of the Bene Gesserit; 

at the same time, she is watching Chapterhouse turn slowly towards a --.,. 

desert world and knows that Idaho will be the catalyst in restoring Teg's 

memories. Murbella moves closer to becoming one with the Bene Gesserit. 

Bell and Tam urge Lucilla to kill Duncan Idaho if he should show any 

signs of becoming a Kwisatz Haderach; these two Bene Gesserits know what 

could happen if should an event takes place, and so does Lucilla, but 

Lucilla also knows the importance of Idaho in connection with Teg. For 

now, Idaho may have access to formerly restricted data while still remaining 

a virtual prisoner trapped on the planet with the Bene Gesserit. Idaho's 

home has remained the no-ship in which the· giant sandworm was transported, 

and he shares it with Murbella. In this novel, the central character is 

Idaho Duncan, for everything hinges on what he is capable of achieving. 
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All characters in the final analysis must revolve around Idaho and his 

unknown but developing powers, including Odrade, who is a major character 

in the novel; Idaho senses there is a greater power at work, but at this 

point in the plot of the novel is unable to identity it -- is it part of 

of Leto Ills Golden Path, or is it something more powerful? An important 

aspect of this novel is that the perspectiv~ is given from the view of 

the Bene Gesserit, and through the thoughts, eyes, and actions of Odrade 
/ 

the story has a complexity that gives it the same sense Of power found 

in the novel, ~, of the first cycle. The same power found in Dune 

which launched the first cycle into existence, it also found in 

Chapterhouse: Dune which now launches the second cycle in the Dune story. 

The Futars, with their cat family origi'ns and human appearance, begin 

to take on importance as the conflict o~er power broadens. Reference is 

made to the planet, Buzzell, home qf the monoped sea creature called a 

Cholister; the carapace of this creature produces one of the most highly 

prized.jewels in existence which is identified 'as a Soostone. 

Dama continues to interrogate Ludlla, and during one exchange, 

the thought is expressed that not only does absolute power corrupt 

absolute~, power also attracts the corruptible. Lucilla also makes 

a remark that gives insight into the Honored Matres -- they are, in 

origin, bureaucratic terrorists. Lucilla realizes that the Honored 

Matres are not human despite their appearances. This interrogation chapter 

reveals Herbert I s views on a variety of subjects related to power and 

the concept of shared responsibility as well as the topic of democracy. 

Lucillals fatal mistake is stating that Leto Ills Golden Path, while 

not conSidering the importance of happiness, did consider the survival 

of humankind as the prime directive. Dama kills Lucilla and gives 

Lucillal s body to the Futars to eat. 
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As the hunt by the Honored Matres becomes more intense~ other situations 

develop for Teg; still a child~ his memories must be awakened. A relationship 

develops between him and Duncan Idaho much in the same manner that in his 

past memory of existence he had shown to the young Idaho; this time~ it 

is Idaho who will guide and awaken the child Teg to his memories~ Sheeana, 

once considered-to mate with Idaho, now is to become the sexual guide for 

Teg. Through this erotic ritual, the complete awakening takes place, and 
/ 

Teg remembers his past existences. He learns that the Dune he died fighting 

for was destroyed, and all that remains is a burned-out ball of a dead 

planet, courtesy of the Honored l~tres. Teg reveals to Idaho his discovery 

of self, and there is reference .made to the Hall Of Mirrors where one can 

encounter the beginning of self but must be careful less the knowledge 

and encounter destrqr the seeker. Teg has come into possession of his 
" 

memories of past existences, and he ,has come into his power. A counterattack 

plan begins to unfold, and Odrade is to have a meeting with Dama; in the 

meantime, Teg and Duncan are to start a defense 'against the Honored l1atre~o 

Secretly, Teg keeps the true ez:tent of his new power hidden from Odrade. 

Throughout the novel, Herbert keeps the true abilities and power of both 

Teg and Idaho a mystery, letting only surface information come about as 

the situation demands. As the intrigue builds, more becomes known about 

these two remarkable characters; within a short time ~ T eg becomes equal 

with Idaho as a focal character, and as the plot becomes more complex, 

Teg and Idaho and Odrade become interwined in each other's lives, as do 

the other characters. With the introduction of Secret Israel, Rebecca, 

and the Rabbi, Frank Herbert adds further to his ever-unfolding world 

of Dune; there is a sense of timelessness concerning Herbert's universe, 

patterned on the known universe whi~ the reader is already aware of. 

The intricate Golden Path of Leto II affects all it comes into contact with. 
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Once Teg is in possession of his memories, the novel leaps forward at an 

eclectic pace; the tension, which has been building since the opening 

chapter, intensifies to the point where the reader is sucked into the 

whirlpool of intergalatic politics without respite, being dravm further 

into a mystery that seems to become more complex rather than uncOmplex. 

Frank Herbert is establishing guidelines and constructing areas that 

will further extend the world of Dune in the second Dune cycle. As the 
/ 

opening novel to the second Dune cycle, Chapterhouse: Dune awakens - \ 

in the reader new breathtaking respect in much the same manner and approach 

that Dune achieved in the first Dune cycle. The second Dune cycle 

promises to become as excitingly complex and philosophical as the first cycle, 

if not more so. It will be interesting to see what Frank Herbert does 

in the second Dune cycle, and to see wh~re his creative, philospbical 

intellect takes the world of Dune apd its characters; without doubt, Herbert 

has successfully created some of the most believable characters in literature, 

and each character is fully realized and develobed in toto. And throughout 

the cycles, as in all Frank Herbert writing, is the theme of predestination -----,., 

and all of its modifications and variations as only Herbert could conceive 

of it; he--ties this concept into the survival of humankind, allOWing his 

characters to fulfill their destiny in the fullest possible manner. These 

characters are guided by an even greater power than their religious, political, 

or philosophical systems can devise - a power whose influence goes beyond 

yet affects the Golden Path directives of Leto II. 

With Odrade, the realization that her sisters who went out into 

Scattering, and became refugees, is the knowledge that history is 

repeating itself; the history of the Bene Gesserit is repeating itself. 

Teg, Idaho, and Murbella are given their freedom under Cdrade's orders, 

and Marbella is slanted to become a Reverend Mother but with one major 
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difference: Murbella's.love and bonding with Duncan Idaho will be permitted. 

Alw~s an alien, suspect thing, Odrade is taking the chance that it is 

time to allow love a. position within the Bene Gesserit approach. Love, 

affection, and sexual bonding are integrated, and this indicates a neif 

possibility and direction to be explored by the sisterhood of the Bene 

Gesserit. This integration process could destroy them, or it could 

lead to something innovative and important. Hurbella is the first stage 
/ 

in this process as she travels the path from former Honored l~tre to Bene , 

Gesserit and fulfills her destinY_ To the agnostic Bene Gesserits, all 

possibilities must be considered if they are to survive in the final 

confrontation with the Honored I1atres _ Odrade knows that they must adapt 

to survive, and this means a change in their perceptions towards existence. 

An imPortant insight into the Bene Gesserit is given by Herbert 
" 

by having Odrade muse about love. ~he Bene Gesserit had always attempted 

to deny love. But the essence of the Bene Gesserit sisterhood is 

concealed in loves. To strive for the perfectibn of humankind means 

that love cannot be excluded; love and goodness must become united. 
----". 

The ritual of Agony, through which Murbella must pass to become 

a Reverend Mother, is arranged; she will either pass through the spice 

ceremony safely or be destr~ed by it. Odrade's hope is that Murbella 

survive and become the much needed catalyst for the Bene Gesserit. 

Murbella takes the liquid through an oral s,rringe while strapped 

securely down on a table; she is plunged into the Void within a short 

time, aware of Idaho I s presence and the sisters Q The swallowed liquid 

ignites her entire being, and she begins passage. i1urbella has opened 

and entered the door leading to the doors of perception~ She touches 

not just events, but true memory. Duncan Idaho is beside her when she 

returns from the passage, and she realizes he is her anchor to reality_ 
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In the days that pass, Nurbella is caught in the forces of Other 

Memory I'Thich involves living at-rareness and group soul. Idaho knows 

Murbella has become a hybrid among the Bene Gesserit. Idaho continues 

to have visions concerning an elderly couple in a garden. 

As the confrontation approaches, a Convocation is {called on 

Chapterhouse; Odrade has chosen Murbella and Sheeana to share in what 

will come. Teg will lead the attack. Odrade senses she will perish, 
/ 

but takes comfort in the fact she will pass on to the sisterhood key , 

elements of the Bene Gesserit form of jury-monitored democracy so 

that its intent will become a shared responsibility. In an interesting 

look at Secret Israel, Rabbi and Rebecca are discussing religion and 

genetics; they collide in their views, but are united in their concern 

that their way of existence shall not b~ destroyed by the Honored 11atres. 

Perhaps more concerned than the Rab~i" who has grown weary" are Rebec ca 

and Joshua. Rabbi sees changes in Rebecca through her encounter with 

the Bene Gesserits which cause him discomfort; he worries over the. 

consequences of what she may ~?ome as a result of such encounters. The 

theme Of. outsider !3!. insider is seen through the eyes of Rabbi and. Rebecca. 

When Rebecca speaks from the viewpoint of the Bene Gesserit sisterhood, it 

causes Rabbi to wonder if he has become more of an outsider than he imagined 

he was; there is a mind gap in how Rebecca and Joshua perceive things (youth), 

and how Rabbi perceives things (older generation). The,r have differences 

of opinion on how things should be done, and in what direction. 

As the meeting between Odrade and Dama, the Spider Queen of the Honored 

Matres, approaches, Odrade has some time to reflect on what may come to 

pass for the Bene Gesserit. There is a scene in which she compares the 

coming meeting with Dama as a jazz performance; she sees the unusualness 

and beauty of jazz music as a musical expression wherein no two performances 
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are ever identical note for note. Jazz speaks about life, and jazz 

illustrates life's changing patterns and subtle hues in a musical form. 

Odrade sees the accuracy of such a comparison to the upcoming meeting 

wi th the Honored Matres 0 She knows intui ti vely each player in the 

masquerade reacts to what is received and transmitted from the others; 

she knows the importance of wearing a social mask as do the Honored 

Matres. Odrade says farewell to Chapterhouse and cormnences her journey 
/ 

through space to the meeting; the ship is cQmmanded by a Qyborg which 

houses the memories of Clairby. Later, when this ship is destrqred, 

Clairby will come back as a ghola. Throughout this novel, the point 

of view is that of the sisterhood of the Bene Gesserit, and it is realized 

through Odrade. Although Duncan Idaho is the focal character in the 

novel, with Teg, Sheeana, Hurbella, Rabl(i, Rebecca, Bell, Tamalane, 

Dortujla, and others as.secondary c~aracters, the story is given its overall 

philosophical tone by Odrade. The lives of all of the characters in 

Chapterhouse: Dune are influenced to some degree/by the Bene Gesserito 

Each character has his or her~redestined role to follow, and does so. 

Teg.leads the space fleet attack on the city of Barony on the 

planet of Grunmu after establishing an intricate military decqr system. 

Rabbi and his group seek asylum with Teg1s forces, and following Murbella1s 

directive, Teg gives thsm ~ety.,~d shelter. Teg comes upon the Rabbi 

and Rebecca, and watches and listens as the two carry on a philosophical 

argument; before he has time to question them, Murbella enters and gi vas 

the Rabbi and his group sanctuary. Murbella identifies Rebecca, and this 

gives her a shock: Rebecca is a Wild Reverend Mother, and she is the 

first one known to exist since Dune's Fremen historical time; Rebecca 

also reveals she carries the 7,622,014 Reverend Mothers of Lampadas inside 

of her and tells Murbella they rightfully belong with Murbella. 
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In the surprsing confrontation and meeting between the two leaders, 

Odrade and Dama communicate. Odrade intuits correctly that the Honored 

Matres are fleeing some force in space, and there is more to their 

return to the Old Empire than mere conquest and expansion of power. Da:na 

confirms this, reluctantly. In a strange turn of events, Dama's' aide, 

Logno, returns to the scenej she fulfills her destiny and gives Dama 

a poisoned drink. Logno now assumes the title and power role formerly 
/ 

held by Dama the Spider Queen. Logno assures Odrade her plan is not , 

to destroy her, as Dama had planned, but to utilize Odrade as a weapon. 

Teg's battle now changes directions and focuses on "The Citadel" 

where Odrade is held captive by Logno. On the ship, Hurbella is happy 

that the millions from Lampadas survived, that the Honored Matres did 

not destrqr their shared memoryj Rebecc~ is seen to have performed a 

feat of salvation and courage. 

Teg carries the battle to where Odrade is held, and as he leads 

the bloody battle, she sees him from the protec~ionaf the tower; she 

realizes that Logno is lying ~ that Dama had other plans for Odrade 

rather than death. Odrade seeks the answer to what Logno really wants. 

As the Honored Matres fall in defeat, Logno informs Odrade she is her 

prisonerj she tells Odrade that Suipol, Tam, and Dortujula are dead. 

Ted finds Odrade but both suspect a trap despite their battle victory 

over the Honored Matres. 

Later, Sheeana reflects on what has become of Chapterhouse. It 

now has small sandworms, and it is becoming a true desert planet. Chapterhou 

is the ~ Dune, yet it is a different, altered Dune. It is her intention 

to escape Chapterhouse and migrate with her sanch-lOrms to a planet with moons. 

Sheeana suspects that whatever happens after the confrontation between the 

sisterhoods, changes could come to pass that would not be beneficial. 
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In the closing chapters of Chapterhouse: Dune~ several things happen 

to set the stage for the next novel of the second D~~e cycle. It starts 

v-Tith Murbella's encounter Elpek, Senior Dame and Honored Batre of the Hormuo 

Knowing that Teg and Odrade are now under the control of Logno, she 

allows Elpek to take her to the captives. In a scene of fast-paced 

and directed violence~ Hurbella kills both Logno and Elpek; she touches 

her forehead to the slain Odrade, who died fighting during the struggle, 
/ 

and absorbs Odrade t s memories before they are lost to death. Then she , 

releases Teg. Now~ the impossible has happened: Murbella, formerly a 

Honored I1atre" and then a Bene Gesserit, has now completed her destirv 

to this point by absorbing both roles into her memory. She selects 

Angelika~ an Honored l1:1.tre" as the first member of her council; she 

reminds the Honored Matres around her th~t Miles Tag serves her now, and 

he is not to be harmed. Teg accept~ the protection with a rueful smile. 

Murbella. returns with her entourage to Chapterhouse. She takes 

Futars with her. After arri val~ she directs th~t Rabbi and his group 

be allowed the secrecy of the~?-ship~ and protected. Symbolically, 

Murbella. has become Mother Superior to both the Bene Gesserits and the 

Honored l-1'..atres. Her olan is to assimilate. both sisterhoods into one 4 . 

strong unit where there will be Reverend l.fothers with improved reflexes 

and a great~ expanded knowledgeo! sexuality. 

As Murbella calls up her memories" she seeks anS!-1ers concerning 

her love for Duncan Idaho and his part in her current existence o There is a 

direct referenc e to the Tao. Taoism has been felt throughout the novel 

in different ways, and towards the conclusion of the novel it is named. 

The novel concludes with Duncan Idaho, Miles Teg, Sheeana, Scytale, 

and the young sandworms escaping Chapterhouse; Sheena has also taken Odradets 

Van Gogh painting with her. The mysterious last chapter reveals Idaho's 
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visions as part of a developing schema: The couple he has seen and 

listened to is Marty and Daniel. In their' garden, Marty and Daniel 

discuss what has happened, including the no-ship escape from Chapterhouse 

while Daniel prunes his roses. Marty and Daniel are Face Dancers. 

Additionally, this novel has a poignant tribute to the author's' 

wife. In the tribute, Frank Herbert discusses his life with his late 

wife and touches on some philosophical concerns. His wife, Beverly Ann 

/ 

Stuart Forbes Herbert died on February 7, 1984 at Kawaloa, Ylaui, Hawaii. 
, 

She was cremated and her ashes scattered at her beloved Kawaloa. 

Chapterhouse: Dune shows Frank Herbert at the height of his 

literary powers, and this novel is as complex as ~ other novel in 

the ~ cycle. Chapterhouse: Dune is the first novel in the second 

Dune cycle. 


